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the problem is that we're not really meant to, and the movie doesn't make any real effort to make
you care, even though the makers still seem to think they can get away with it. the story works

because it's so clearly constructed and that's all we really need to know. the plot is so well-designed
and executed that theres no need to explore the characters in any real way. we get the sense that
they're all presented as a kind of extended joke on hollywood, but no one really acts like that, and

the characters and their motivations don't become funnier or more interesting the longer you watch
them. theyre just kind of bland. so it feels a bit like a wall street journal article made into a movie.

what little there is to it is told in clumps that flash by quickly. the first thing you see is that the
magician who has been running the show in the first movie is a total coward who ran off the stage

without acknowledging the applause. the next is that some of the cast members are jerks who think
its funny to make fun of someone they think is weak and in need of help. and the last is that some of

the cast members are jerks who think its funny to make fun of someone they think is weak and in
need of help. the last is that some of the cast members are jerks who think its funny to make fun of
someone they think is weak and in need of help. and the next is that some of the cast members are
jerks who think its funny to make fun of someone they think is weak and in need of help. that's what

friends do. they care about each other. the kids are still around when i get home and i hear them
talking about the movie. they don't see it, but they're still talking about it. but i'm not sure i will see

it, because i don't think i'll get through it.
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rothstein went to prison and died in prison in 1936. the other players faced the full force of baseball's
justice system, and were banned for life from all professional baseball. today, the white sox still

honor their roots, and are one of the most successful and popular of all baseball teams. as for the
fixers, they all lived happily ever after, except for the one who got caught, and the one who knew too

much. in a way, this is a feel-good movie, and one that can be enjoyed by kids and grown-ups. it's
got a heart, but it's also got a mind, and it keeps things moving along at a breakneck pace, even

when characters do things that sound genuinely idiotic, because they are. yes, it's a comedy, and it's
filled with hijinks and characters who are sometimes too stupid to know they're being stupid. but it's
also a very smart, very entertaining film, the kind that will leave you with that uplifting, ultimately

indescribable feeling of satisfaction that the best entertainments create. i didn't care that the film's
first five minutes were a bit of a fizzle. there's something about this movie that's so much bigger

than a mere theatrical experience. the film has a full-on taste for the ridiculous, the kind of thing that
makes you laugh out loud even when it makes no sense. there's a long sequence when a supposed

"cutter" ( who turns out to be a pickpocket ) picks the pocket of another "cutter" and drops her cards
on the floor. in a script with so much going on, it makes perfect sense: the scene is so crammed with
ideas that it doesn't need a subplot. it's like watching a fly-by-night harry houdini, juggling balls and

sticks at a moment's notice, then going right back to the main plot, which is about a daring heist (the
biggest in the movie's history) that's being orchestrated by a band of thieves, including the

aforementioned nada surf guy, a card master who is the ultimate master of disguise, and a hypnotist
who talks to himself. 5ec8ef588b
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